
IDES OF GEMINI
WOMEN
RISE ABOVE

Ides Of Gemini have built a formidable and enigmatic reputation by 
stoutly refusing to conform to anyone else’s idea of what lurks in the shad-
ows. With a sound that elegantly salutes the greats of the post-punk and 
proto-goth eras while simultaneously harnessing the oomph and clangor of 
underground metal, Ides Of Gemini have stood proudly alone – yet their 
stately invective has clearly connected with the discerning masses. Women 
marks the beginning of a new phase of the band – featuring a new rhythm 
section that has allowed former bassist Sera Timms to expand her role as 
a frontwoman. As ever, Ides Of Gemini’s new songs uniformly fizz and 
crackle with a storyteller’s verve, as Sera Timms’ emotionally devastating 
delivery and Bennett’s scabrous riffs paint vivid images of womanhood’s 
multifarious routes to the gates of Hell and beyond. As a result, the new 
album’s title was a no-brainer.

AYREON
THE SOURCE
MUSIC THEORIES

Ayreon is the highly-acclaimed project from singer, songwriter, multi-instru-
mentalist and record producer Arjen Lucassen. The Source - the ninth chapter 
of this prog rock opera – explores the origins of the mythical Ayreon saga, 
while once again offering a stellar cast of singers and musicians. The singers 
on The Source are James LaBrie (Dream Theater), Tommy Karevik (Kamelot), 
Tommy Rogers (Between The Buried And Me), Simone Simons (Epica), Nils K 
Rue (Pagan’s Mind), Tobias Sammet (Avantasia), Hansi Kürsch (Blind Guard-
ian), Michael Mills (Toehider), Russell Allen (Symphony X), Michael Eriksen 
(Circus Maximus), Floor Jansen (Nightwish) and Zaher Zorgati (Myrath). 
Special guest instrumentalists on The Source are Paul Gilbert, Guthrie Govan, 
Marcel Coenen and Mark Kelly. The Source standard, 2CD + DVD edition, 
contains a booklet with 44 pages 44 pages of art, lyrics and photos, and a 
DVD with 5.1 audio mixes, videos and a making of documentary.

ALL THAT REMAINS
MADNESS

RAZOR & TIE/CONCORD

Madness, the eighth studio album by All That Remains, is the band’s most 
musically eclectic, provocative release to date - full of undeniable hooks, 
incisive riffs, electronic samples and a variety of vocal styles. And, of course, 
the range of subject matter addressed pushes the band’s limits further than 
ever. Integrating personal experiences, political rants and controversial com-
mentary with music that’s just as confrontational, Madness is an unapolo-
getic showcase of honesty and ingenuity. All That Remains have created 
50 minutes of attitude-laden music with a combination of rock, metal, bal-
lads, and a cover of ‘Thunder Rolls’ by Garth Brooks. ‘We really wanted this 
record to be different,’ said vocalist Phil Labonte, explaining the inclusion of 
electronic samples and the dramatic juxtaposition between roaring chaos 
and accessible craftsmanship. ‘We wanted to really push ourselves and push 
the boundaries of what we’re allowed to do.’

LIFE OF AGONY
A PLACE WHERE THERE'S NO MORE PAIN

NAPALM

Life Of Agony emerged from the New York music scene in the early ‘90s 
with one of the most distinctive sounds in its genre. Their 1993 metal/
crossover debut River Runs Red, instantly built Life of Agony a die-hard, 
cult following. The band’s new album,  A Place Where There’s No More 
Pain, surpasses all expectations that built up in the past 12 years – a ca-
thartic Sturm & Drang experience for the listener that matches the ferocity 
of River Runs Red with gut wrenching rock melodies. Raging guitar riffs, 
heartfelt lyrics and killer grooves mark the return of LOA’s signature sound 
and turn A Place Where There’s No More Pain into a passionate, soul-
searching affair. The highly emotional lyrics by singer Mina Caputo link all 
songs by the four-piece together, then and now: Born as Keith Caputo, she 
came out as transgender out in 2011 – changing her name, but maintain-
ing her inimitable style.

THE SWORD
GREETINGS FROM...

RAZOR & TIE/CONCORD

Greetings From... is the first ever live album from The Sword. The band 
recorded all of the shows on their Fall 2016 support tour with Opeth and 
chose nine songs to make up the track listing on the album. To support the 
release of the album, the band will be doing two legs of touring in May 
and July. The May tour, focusing mainly on the eastern half of the U.S., will 
feature eight shows supporting Clutch and Lucero, and 11 headline dates 
featuring support by Croy & The Boys, Mount Carmel, and Pontiak on 
various dates. The July dates will be focused on the West Coast and sup-
port on all shows will be provided by Big Jesus. The Sword will com-
mence the recording of their 6th studio album in September with a release 
scheduled in early 2018. 

NOVEMBERS DOOM
HAMARTIA
BMG/THE END

Formed in 1989, Hamartia marks the band’s 28th anniversary year, and is 
a sonic testament to Novembers Doom’s legacy as one of the earliest 
U.S. dark & doom metal bands still active today. Considered by the band to 
be their best work to date, Harmartia’s mastery is due in part to the synergy 
of its lineup: Paul Kuhr (founder/vocalist), Larry Roberts (guitars), Vito Mar-
chese (guitars), Mike Feldman (bass), and Garry Naples (drums). “For the 
first time in this band’s existence, we have the same line up on two consecu-
tive albums,” says Kuhr.  “Without the need to focus on a new element, we 
could concentrate on the writing process more clearly, and the synergy be-
tween the group is apparent in the end result.” Hamartia was recorded at 
Belle City Sound in Racine, WI alongside longtime Novembers Doom 
producer Chris Djuricic (Jungle Rot, Malevolence) and mixed by Dan Swano 
(Opeth, Dissection, Katatonia). 


